All too frequently in railway modelling,
the selection of a suitable power control
. system is left until the very last minute. It
becomes a function of whatever bits and
pieces happen to be lying around at
home at the tirne.:
Yet the true worth of any layout can only
be utilised to the full if considerable
thought is given to its eventual style of
operation, and by proper attention to the
provision of a power system that permits
this operation.
This is becoming increasingly relevant
as new technologies are introduced,
particularly with multi-train control
systems, and this latest edition of the
Manual attempts to highlight
each type of system, analyse its
performance,and to suggest a basis for
proper system selection.
.
All the units shown are manufactured to
the highest standards of safety and
reliability that are synonymous with the
, H. & M. name. All power controllers are
fitted with Class II B transformers, double
insulated and capable of withstanding
. 2,000 volts. Each Unit is sealed for
additional security and most transformer
cases are manufactured in thick steel for
maximum strength and longevity. Special
attention is paid to facia coverings,
which will withstand thousands of control
operations without excessive wear.
Naturally, each transformer is built to BS
4435 PI-1 and each unit is fully tested
before leaving our factory.
H. & M. power units can be used to
control any 12 volt DC electric model
railway, including those made by Airfix,
Hornby, Lima and Mainline.

GUARANTEE
Constant improvement is the keynote of
H. & M. policy and we reserve the right to
change specifications or prices at any
time without notice.
We undertake to replace, free of charge,
any parts found defective within twelve
months of purchase, provided the
instrument has not been tampered with,
but has been used according to the
makers' instructions. The guarantee card
must be completed at the time of sale,
giving name and address of purchaser,
date of purchase and dealers stamp, and
this must be sent with all units returned
for servicing under guarantee.
The guarantee covers only the supply of
replacement parts, labour cost'! for
fitment of same and return carriage
charges may be made at the '
manufacturer's discretion.

---'W'---
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Correct System Selection.

The purpose of the information below is to
simplify the selection of the optimum
system for any layout. This is largely
dependent upon the type of layout, who
is going to be using it, and the
capabilities of each system. It is worth
pointing out that sophisticated systems
are not always the best choice. Over-

complexity of control is equally to be
avoided as over-simplification
if the
layout is to be enjoyable to operate. For
example, the HM5000 system will
provide the best method of "playing with
trains", but the H M3000 system will
provide the ultimate in the control of one
locomotive.

Micro-processor
Programmed Electronic
Multi-train Control- HM5000 System.

SYSTEM

Index Position.

Catalogue

Index Position.

Catalogue

Purpose.

The control of several trains
simultaneously and associated
accessories.

Purpose.

To provide a basic control system that
can grow with the consumer's needs.·

System parameters.

2 Wire Control System.
16 locomotive capability.
99 function accessory capability.

System Parameters.

Standard 12v DC system, compatible
with all other 12v DC systems.

Layout Definition.

Any type, but particularly suitable for
simpler layouts of up to 3 train
simultaneous operation.

Remarks.

Ideal units for train set extensions and
first layouts but also capable of providing
control for layouts of considerable
sophistication. Add-on approach
allowing system enhancement as control
requirements increase.

Considerations.

Although it does not include the control
responsiveness of the H M 3000 or the
wiring and operational simplicity of the
HM 5000 for complex layouts, the Multipack approach has been proven over 20
years to provide a degree of reliability
and toughness not to be found in any
other system.

SYSTEM

1.

Layout definition.

Pages 4-9.

Any type, but particularly suitable for
multi-track continuous run systems or
systems with large locomotive studs.
M ust rank as the state-of-the-art multitrain system. Extensive control features
include multi-level inertia, digital
readouts, power consumption meter,
real/scale time clock. Perhaps best
described as the optimum unit for
sophisticated multi-train operations.

Remarks.

Considerations.

3.

Transformer
System.

Small layouts cannot utilise full
capabilities of this system. The H. & M.
5000 system is not compatible with other
control systems, other than Hornby
Zero 1 - all locos on the layout
must be converted.

Rectifier. H. & M. Multi-pack

Pages 15-19.

ACCESSORIES.
Index Position
SYSTEM

2.

Transistorised Electronic Single Train
Control- HM 3000 System.

Index Position.

Catalogue

Purpose.

The ultimate control of a single train.

System Parameters.

Standard 12v DC System. Compatible
with all other 12v DC Systems. 16v AC
output for accessories.

Pages 10-14.

Layout definition

Any type but particularly suitable for
home layouts designed for use mainly by
one person who wishes to have the most
advanced control possible over one
locomotive at a time.

Remarks.

Sophisticated electronics provide fully
variable braking, inertia, and load
compensation controls. The unit can
be tuned to the individual characteristics
of each locomotive or train - motor
consumption, load etc.,

Considerations.

Catalogue Pages 20 and 21.
A range of useful accessories to simplify
the construction of the control board.
Designed specifically for use with H. &
M. products.

The best control systems do make good
locos run better, but will also show up
the defects of poor layout construction or
poorly maintained rolling stock. Ensure
that all components are in good condition.

WOODLAND
Index Position.

SCENICS
Catalogue Pages 22-27.
An extensive range of scenic
accessories designed specifically for
model railway usage, but suitable for any
type of modelling from 1/35 - 1/90 scale.
Proper use of scenic materials can bring
a layout to life in the most natural way.

TECHNICAL
Index Position

. Catalogue Page 28.
Technical terms explained.
Catalogue Page 29.
. Your questions answered.
Catalogue Pages 30-31.
Electrification systems in popular use.
3
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HM5000.

The shape of things to come.

Reliability: It's a word that describes
Hammant & Morgan.
This word sums up our company
philosophy, our guarantee, our
production methods, and our designs.
It also sums up our approach to Multitrain Control Systems. You can rely on
Hammant & Morgan to produce the best
and most advanced.

Here are some indications of the
advanced features available:16 - Locomotive operation.
99 - Accessory control functions.
4 - levels of inertia.
Digital readout of control status.
Twin control master unit.
Current load indicator.
Clock - four time scales.
Audible Overload Alarm.
And more.
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System Components:
A master
controller (HM5000) with twin controls for
instant two-train operation - or more if
continuous running is required.
A separate 6 amp powerpack providing
a low voltage AC supply to the HM 5000.
A consort controller (HM5500) that will
control a further train.
A codable locomotive module. The same
module type will fit all 16 locos (one
module per loco).
A codable accessory station ..

Representing the ultimate in multiplex control.

Control method: 20v AC derived from
the separate powerpack is fed by the
HM 5000 into the track at all times. No
locomotive will operate until a signal is
transmitted to it.
This signal will give:1. The loco number.
2. The direction.
3. The speed.
4. The level of Inertia.
Any locomotive can be 'called up' in any
order and can be operated at any throttle
setting or direction regardless of any

other locomotive operating at that time.
These signal transmissions are in
computer code, and are thus free from
the problems of interference that can be
caused by frequency selective systems.
The master unit (HM5000) houses two
microprocessors
and each loco module
and accessory station contains a silicon
chip. In essence, they "talk" to each
other and pass, check and then double
check the information for accuracy. This
process is virtually instantaneous.

Compatibility: Multi-train control
systems are not usually compatible with
normal 12v.D.C. supply. Thus you cannot
run an HM5000 system simultaneously
with a normal 12v.D.C. supply. The
reason for this is that the H M5000
delivers into the track 20vAC. The microprocessor circuit in the loco converts the
current drawn from the track to 12v D.C.
so that the motor functions in the normal
way.
The H M5000 is compatible with the
Hornby Zero One system, so that locos
that are used on this system can be used
with the H M5000, thus receiving the
extra benefits that are available to "5000"
users.
The H M5000, constructed in a tough
metal case, is capable of operating 99
accessories and up to 16 locos
depending on power consumption. Two
of these locos may be controlled, while
the others can be left running at pre-set
speeds.
POWERPACK - this robust and
powerful unit converts mains voltage
into the low voltage supply required by
the H M 5000. The unit should be
mounted on the floor adjacent to any
convenient mains power outlet socket,
and the outlet cable connected into the
rear of the H M 5000 at your control
centre. This approach offers additional
safety features by completely
separating the controls from the mains
voltage and reducing the risk of
damage should the unit be dropped.
The Powerpack is protected internally
by a heavy duty thermal overload cutout, in addition to the electronic
overload protection provided in the
HM 5000.
With the addition of two H M5500s to the
HM5000, independent control can be
extended to a total of four locos, whilst
the remaining locos can be left running
at constant speed.
Only two wires are required to carry the
power to all the track.
.'
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HM5000.

The optimum unit for sophisticated multi-train operation.

Current load Indicator: The HM5000
has a Light Emitting Diode (LED) to
indicate that the unit is switched on and
power is available. The transformer used
to provide the power is rated at 6 amps,
and is housed in the separate powerpack.
A Current Load Indicator will give a
visual readout as to the amount of power
being drawn. If the 6 amps. is exceeded
the unit will immediately cut off and an
alarm will sound. The alarm will continue
until the situation is rectified. This safety
feature will protect the unit on any
overload including a short circuit.
Keyboard: All the instructions that relate
to the locos, points, accessories, etc., are
fed into the H M5000 computer via a
keyboard. As the information is fed into
the unit an audible tone is emitted to tell
you that the information is correct and
has been accepted. If an error is made
an LED will light up. To clear this error;
press the "Clear" key and the light will
go out.
The keyboard is made up of 17 keys
showing numbers 0-9, plus Controller,
Loco, Inertia, Clear and Emergency keys.

In addition, there are two arrowed "Data
Entry" keys which double as Direction
Indicators when accessories are
operated.

Control Area: The Control Area is
divided into two sections, Number 1
Controller and Number 2. Each
controller has a sliding regulator, which
determines speed, and two direction
touch switches with respective LEDS
situated underneath. Also incorporated is
an Emergency key which stops all
operations if speed is of the essence to
prevent a disaster.

Operation: To operate a loco, say
Number 1 from control Number 2, the
following procedure is adopted.
Depress the key marked by a controller
symbol and then Number 2, press the
loco key and then Number 1. Either of
the keys marked with an arrow may then
be pressed to enter the information into
the H M5000 memory.
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Digital Readout: To try to remember
which locos you are controlling and at
which inertia setting or which of your
accessories you operated last, would
require the full and deep concentration
of the operator. We believe that this
would destroy the overall independence
that the HM5000 will give you. This is
why the HM5000 has incorporated in its
circuitry a powerful memory, which in
turn is connected to a Digital Readout.
By touching a switch sequentially you
will be able to obtain one of four
readings.
Inertia: Each loco can be individually
programmed to one of four levels of
inertia using the key sequence Inertiainertia level (1-4) - loco - loco number (116). This facility enables you to
'
simulate the acceleration and
deceleration that you would expect from
the type of train being used.

The first readout shows the numbers of
the two locos that are being controlled
by the HM5000 while the second
readout shows which inertia settings they
are on. The third readout will inform you
which of your accessories you operated
last and the fourth readout is a digital
clock.
One LED in a vertical row of four will light
up to indicate the readout chosen.
With this added information at your finger
tips multi-train control becomes less
demanding and more enjoyable.

Running: Slide the regUlator from
minimum to maximum and the loco will
gradually move off picking up speed.
The eventual speed of the loco is
determined by how far the control is
moved towards the maximum position.
To reduce speed return the control to the
minimum setting. If Inertia has been
selected then the loco will coast, slowing
down gradually.
Once the loco has achieved the required
speed and you wish to dispense with the
inertia, simply code in the loco number,
etc., but leave out the inertia setting. You
will then have instant deceleration when
the control is moved towards the
minimum position.
If you wish the No. 1 loco to carry on
running while you control another train
(say loco 14) from the same controller
just feed in the relevant information
which refers to No. 14. This "freezes" the
control of No. 1 loco which will carry on
at the speed which it was running at
when disengaged from the controller. If
you then wish to stop loco No. 1, regain
control by entering the information
referring to loco No. 1 and bring it to a
halt.

Below: Digital readout is switched onto
'loco numbers' and shows that
locomotives number nine, fourteen,
seven and twelve are all at present under
independent control.

Powerful micro-processor

programmed

control.

Clock Display: To aid the railway
enthusiast who wishes to operate his
railway to a timetable, the HMSOOO has
integrated in its operation a selectable
four scale clock.
The four scales are 1:1 (Real time),
1:6 (24 hour timetable takes 4 hours)
1:12 (24 hour timetable takes 2 hours)
1 :24 (24 hour timetable takes 1 hour)
The clock readout is obtained by
operating a touch switch until the LED,
which indicates clock readout, lights up.
The correct time scale is then achieved
by a further touch switch, which when
operated sequentially, illuminates one of
four LEDs, each LED relating to a time
scale.

Emergency Key: if a collision is
imminent and cannot be avoided there is
an Emergency button which, when
depressed, will bring the locos to a halt.
This will then give you time to sort out the
problem and re-program where
necessary, before re-starting the locos
using the "Clear" key.

Slow/Forward and Start/Stop touch
controls have been provided so that the
Clock can be started at any time
required. By depressing both switches
simultaneously the time is advanced very
quickly. When the starting time is neared,
the Slow Forward switch is used to
achieve an accurate time. The Clock will
only start when the Start/Stop touch

Double Heading: Unlike the conventional 12v D.C. controllers, double
heading (one loco attached to another
loco) presents no problem to the
H MSOOO.Simply code in one loco on
Number 1 controller and code in another
loco on Number 2 controller. Manoeuvre
the locos together, then re-allocate the
second loco to the same controller as
the first, e.g. if loco Number 1 is on
controller 1 and loco Number 2 is on
controller 2, bring the two locos together
then enter the instruction
Controller 2
Locomotive 1
Locomotive 2
[] or El

control is depressed,
by one minute.

Both locos are then under the command
of controller No. 2
Note that where one or both locos
previously had an inertia level, the
double-headed train will take the lowest
level of inertia of the two.

Because of the H MSOOO's memory, the
clock will continue to function even
when the Digital readout shows the loco
numbers etc., instead of the clock. The
time read out may then be checked at

any moment by switching back onto
"Clock".
The HMSOOO is the only Multi-Train
Controller with this feature. The operator
can now operate his layout to a strict 24
hour timetable bringing a new dimension
to model railway operation, thus
preventing unscheduled crashes.
Timing must be accurate, as in real life.
Time must be allowed for the 09.0S
passenger train to stop at a station and
move off again before the 09.10 goods
train arrives. Similarly, a local passenger
train must be off the main line and on to
a loop before the 14.30 Inter-City from
Euston comes thundering through.
Using the clock in conjunction with a
timetable will give your layout that extra
realism and yourself greater satisfaction
and enjoyment.
The H MSOOO system has been designed
so that it will be capable of further
operations and functions as time
progresses. This in turn ensures that you
can drive your trains into the
technological world of the 1980s,
towards the 21 st century.

I'
I -

advancing

the time
Instant Control: When the unit is
switched on the controllers are
automatically switched to correspond
with the associated loco, i.e. Controller
No.1 controls loco No. 1 etc.
This characteristic will apply to the
H MSSOOs that are added.

I-I-}
~/_I

I
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HM5500.

Control units. Extend your capabilities even further.

To enlarge the controlling capabilities of
the H M 5000 it is necessary to add the
HM5500 Control unit.
Two of these units can be banked
together and then plugged into the sides
of the HM5000, giving the HM5000
system control of four locos out of a
possible sixteen. These four locos can
be' independently controlled at anyone
time, on any part of the layout, providing
the power is available.
This can easily be judged by checking
the Current Load Indicator on the
HM5000 which will show the operator
the amount of current being drawn. If the
current being drawn exceeds 6 amps
then the power is cut off automatically
and the overload LED will light up. An
alarm will also sound. When the overload
situation has been corrected the power
can be restored by pressing the "Clear" key
Each HM5500 Control unit has a
Regulator control, Direction touch
switches and indicators, and a two digit
readout display.
When programmed via the HM5000 the
digital readout will show either the loco
number being controlled or the inertia
setting. The H M5500 will not display the
clock or accessory number.
Locos are programmed for control by the
HM5500 by operating the HM5000
keyboard. The first H M5500 unit that is
added would be classified as controller
Number 3, the second would be Number4.
To programme a loco to the third
controller, the same procedure would be
applied as if you were operating the
. HM5000 Controller.
For example, if inertia was not required,
the following input sequence would be
necessary. Press the "controller" and the
Number 3 keys, press the "loco" and the
Number 9 keys and then n or El key.
You would then have control of Number
9 loco anywhere on the layout using the
Number 3 controller.
Should you wish to control another loco
on Controller 3, bring loco 9 to a halt and
programme in the replacement loco.
No extra wires are required to go to the
track as the HM5500 Consort unit
operates through the HM5000. No
isolating switches or wiring are
necessary.
The H M5500 can be situated remotely
from the H M5000 and still operate by
utilising the H. & M. interconnecting
lead.
An HM5500 can therefore be situated
wherever particularly close examination
is required, e.g. Shunting Yard.
The H M5500 allows the H M5000 system
to be used to its fullest potential and
creates an unbeatable combination.

Loco Module: With the conventional
12v D.C. controllers, the regulation of the
polarity and the amount of current to a
section of track has previously come
directly from the control system itself.
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With the H M 5000 all the track is
supplied with a constant 20v A.C. Current
at all times.
It is the job of the loco module to change
this current to 12v D.C. and refer it to the
motor. Therefore the loco is controlled
from within just as in real life. For the
technically minded, the signal arriving at
the motor is in the form of pulses of full
height, whose width is varied to adjust
the speed. This method of control results
in extremely good, slow running, with
smooth gradual control up to full speed.
The module is easily fitted
between the loco pickup and motor. No
soldering is required and the leads are
long enough to suit tender driven locos.
The Module's convenient size of 38 x 13
x 8 mm enables it to fit most locos of HO
and 00 gauge and it can control some of
the more efficient 0 gauge, operating at
currents up to 1 amp.
The module picks up signals via the
track from the H M5000. If it recognises
that they refer to itself, it interprets them
and thus controls the power to the motor.
Each module has four coding pads and
by using the links provided can be set in
16 different ways. The coding and
recoding is easily achieved and the
linking method means that there is no
need for tuning.

Designed for the discerning modeller,
the H M5000 Accessory Station can be
added stage-by-stage to any railway so
that the modellercan
gradually extend
HM5000 control to the whole of his
layout. Unlike locomotive control, where
all locos operated by a multi-train control
system must be converted by the
addition of the loco module, the
Accessory Station can be incorporated
one unit at a time. The 16v AC output of
the H M5000 can be used to power
existing accessory circuits until the whole
layout has been converted to H M5000
micro-electronic control.
Functions: Each station has 4
separate outputs capable of operating 4
points or 4 signals. In certain cases, it is
possible to connect two point motors to
1 output, as for example with a twin-track
crossover when neither point would ever
be required to operate independently.
Further, by using the switch incorporated
on the SM3 point motor, a signal could
also be switched.
Each of the 4 station outputs can
supply either "burst" power for point
operation, or "continuous" power for
colour light signals. However, it should
be noted that a single output cannot
supply both "burst" and "continuous"
DIAGRAM 2. HM 5000 ~tion

DIAGRAM 1. Non-H.M. 5000 Current Collection

Insulated Sleeve on
Brush Spring
\-------

Brush Spring

1

Through Chassis
Connection
_Armature

,A,L---
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Insulated ------..
Driving Wheel

.

DIAGRAM 3,
Typical Tender
Drive Application

DIAGRAM 4.
Typical Smoke
Generator Application

-

Coding Contacts

Still through chassis
connection

Commutator

Non-insulated

Pick-up Wheel

J
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This general principal applies to the vast majority of '00' and 'HO' locomotives
Simply insert the module between the insulated wheel and associated brush
using the coloured leads provided. the third (black) lead beinq connected 10 the
other brush.
'J
V

HM5000.

The Accessory Station.

current. Both types of current may be
mixed from 1 station:
Examples:
Outputs
Power requirements
or
Any combination of
can be arranged.

1
Burst
Cont.
power

2
3
4
Cont. Burst Burst
Burst Cont. Burst
requirements

Baseboard Attachment: The H M5000
Accessory station has been designed
for below or above baseboard fitting. Two
small screws are all that are needed to
attach the station, or if the station has
to be fitted to one of those awkward and
inconvenient corners of the layout, the
double-sided sticky pads available from
most good stationers will do the job
admirably.
For over-baseboard use, the size of the
station makes it convenient to fit inside
a signal box, station building, watertower, etc.
Power Connections: Both power and
the coded information is supplied to the
station via the track. No connections are
required back to the HM5000. A
single two-wire connection to the nearest
convenient section of powered track is
required. It is important to note that the
track section to which the station is
connected is continuously powered, and
is not isolated by the operation of a
point. We suggest that a little time
assessing any layout for the following
features will be well spent:1) which points are operated most
frequently (obviously, these should be
given the most easily remembered
numbers where possible).
2) Power Supply from convenient track
section.
3) The fitting of the station if above
baseboard within a convenient building.
Then simply connect the three-core
ribbon cables to the points. The use of
this type of cable ensures tidy wiring and
simplicity of fault finding [see diagram (1)J.
Please note that it does not matter
which way round the power feed wires
from track to station are connected.

DIAGRAM 1.
Connecting your Accessory Module

Coding: Two coding operations are
required for each station - to set the
number coding for accessory
commands and to set the "burst" or
"continuous" power settings for each
output on the station.
Instructions to set the number coding for
the station are included with each
station. As an example, let us say that
we have coded the station "No. 1",
outputs from this station become 1, 2, 3
and 4. If we had set the station coding
to "No. 8", the outputs from the station
would become 8, 9, 10 and 11. "No. 46"
station has output numbers 46, 47, 48
and 49. And so on - its simplicity itself.
The benefits of this approach are that if
the layout is gradually expanding
according to a set plan, then provisions
for inserting additional stations into the
system can be made at the earliest
stages. The stations do not have to be
consecutively numbered. It is possible to
have only two stations on a layout
answering to the codes "1" (outputs 1, 2,
3, 4) and "96" (outputs 96, 97, 98, 99).
Secondly, each output can be coded
independently for "burst" or "continuous"
power requirements.
As with HM5000 loco modules, one
standard station is supplied which the
consumer codes to his particular
requirements. Each station can be reset
at any time to respond to a different code
number or power setting.
Finally, another way to operate two
points, from the same command
is to overlap the coding of two stations:
station (a) coded to respond to 1, 2, 3, 4
and station (b) coded to respond to 4, 5,
6, 7. Two separate functions are then
operated by depressing Key '4'.
Operation: The control commands are
already incorporated into the HM
Unit. Simply input the call-up code,
operate the correct command key and
the point will change. For point 69, the
sequence would. be to" press keys H III
and then whichever of the command
keys that will switch the point into the
required direction 0 or El .

DIAGRAM 2. Connections

It is a good idea to specify a particular
direction or mode of operation for the
command keys. For example t3 could
always be "Main", El would then always
be "Branch". Alternatively, t3 could
specify that the point is set "away" from
your control position and El "towards"
your control position. Many other
permutations are possible - a simple
mimic diagram with direction signs on it
is yet another. A little thought will
indicate the best type for any particular
layout.
As a safeguard, the station when
providing power for a point only gives a
single measured burst of power.
Inadvertantly holding down the
command key will therefore not burn out
your valuable point motor. If you press
the wrong command key, and try to
switch the motor to the direction in which
it is already facing, this micro-seconds
measured pulse will still be fed to the
motor, but is of such short duration that
no harm should be done.
Finally, to ensure that the point switches
in the direction required on the given
command, before permanently fixing the
station output leads to the motor, carry
out this easy test.
Attach the output leads to the motor by
wrapping. Then issue the
command and try the point two or three
times. If all operates satisfactorily and in
the direction required for a given
command key (e.g. t3 for mainline
running), fix permanently. However, if the
direction required when pressing the
command key is wrong, simply change
over the two outer wire connections to
the point motor (the centre of tbe threewire ribbon cable is the return). The point
will now respond correctly to the given
command key. Diagram 2 shows these
connections for the SM1 Hammant &
Morgan Point Motor. Th-e same principal
applies to all 16v AC point motors and
the outputs from the Acessory station
can be considered to have similar
attributes to other 16v AC accessory
control systems from the wiring
connections viewpoint.

from the module to an SM1 point motor.

-

SM1
MODULE

-

•

Accessory
Module

f--f---

HM
5000

~ ~ ~ ~
To Points

Outputs 2. 3 & 4
to other accessories
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The ultimate control of a single train.

Following the call over recent years for
greater detail on locos and rolling stock
there has grown a demand for total
control over a single loco, akin to the real
thing.
Utilising sophisticated electronics the
H M3000 provides you with the ultimate
in braking, momentum simulation (inertia)
and auto power regulation.
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Auto Power Regulator (A. P. R.) This-~
feature guarantees smooth control over
al112v DC motors, no matter what make
or quality. It actually tunes your controller
to the characteristics of the train you are
operating.
Gradients no longer present a problem.
The loco speed sensor compensates for
unwanted speed changes caused by
variations in load. A two way rocker
switch enables you to dispense with this
facility if you so wish. (This facility must
not be used with Lima N gauge locos).

Variable Momentum Control (V.M.C.)
The weight of the prototype is simulated
by setting this control.
Set it at Minimum for locos which
accelerate quickly, i.e. Diesel Multiple
units. Use at Maximum for slow heavy
loads, i.e. long iron ore trains.

Sophisticated electronic control at your fingertips.

Regulator Control and Brake Control
The power regulator determines the
eventual speed of the train from
minimum through to maximum. Without
V.M.C., the regulator directly controls the
loco speed. With V.M.C. selected, the
loco will coast for some considerable
time after the regulator has been
returned to minimum.
In this mode, gentle application of the
brake will slow the train; the more the
brake is applied, the faster the train will

decelerate. The brake control is useful
when pulling into stations (just like the
real thing). For emergencies, slide the
control into the stop position and the
train will halt immediately. The brake
overides all other controls.
If the V.M.C. is switched off, the brake
and regulator can be used together to
give a slow, precise control for shunting
operations.
Both regulator and brake are operated
by slide controls that give extremely
smooth response.
Forward/Reverse Direction A three
position switch (centre off) determines
the direction of the loco by reversing the
polarity of the outlet rear terminals; The
centre off position ensures that the
locomotive motor cannot suddenly be
switched from one direction to another,
and thus improves motor life.
Control Position Indicator An
illuminated display panel using LEDs
(Light Emitting Diodes) shows at a
glance the Functions selected. These
include track power, direction and
overload indication.

°

Local and External Power The
HM3000 is suitable for N, HO, 00,
and even gauge one. Should the
controlled power required be more than
1 amp, an external (additional)
transformer can be connected at the rear
with an output of up to 20v A.C. at 3
amps.
Banished from the house? No problems!
Provided that the unit is under cover, the
HM3000 is thus suitable for use with
large garden layouts.
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Variable Momentum
Allows speed to build up
gradually, thus simulating the weight of a
real train.
Can be switched off for shunting
operations.

Regulator Control Slider control gives
infinite response from full off to full on.
Train will coast if no braking is applied
with momentum selected

Safety The H M3000 is made in durable
steel and finished in black. Built to
BS4435, it is double insulated and fitted
with a two core mains cable.
Separate thermal cutouts protect the AC
outlet and the DC controlled outlet which
is also protected by an electronic cutout.

Brake Control Adjustable slider gives a
complete range of brake force from
slight retardation to full emergency stop.
Can be used in conjunction with the
Regulator for even finer control.

The overload LED illuminates if a short
circuit occurs and will go out when the
fault is corrected.
By using the above features in any
combination, precise control is at your
fingertips.
You are in the drivers seat. A unique and
truly exciting experience.

Auto Power Regulator (APR).
Gradients are no longer any problem,
stalling or running away on hills is
completely eliminated - adjustable for
any loco from' Z' Gauge to Gauge 1.
Locomotive speed sensor automatically
compensates for unwanted speed
changes. (Over-ride switch also
incorporated).

16v AC Uncontrolled Outlet This outlet
(1 amp.) is for use with accessories such
as point motors, colour light signals, the
HM Relco etc. Alternatively, this outlet
provides enough power for independent
control of another train by using the
HM Walkabout unit.

HM Walkabout.

Puts precise control into the palm of your hand.

New from the Advanced Electronics
Division of H. & M; The WALKABOUT.
For the first time H. & M. have produced
an electronic hand held unit which
incorporates 3 inertia settings, with
regulator and brake control.
The WALKABOUT is a "consort" unit
which because of its unique design can
be connected to any suitable 16v AC or
12v D.C. supply.
The WALKABOUT puts precise and
accurate control into the palm of your
hand.We are sure it wilL give you years
of pleasure 'riding the footplate'.

Connections The hand held
WALKABOUT comes complete with a
two metre length cable. The operator is
therefore free to deal with any
emergencies on his layout (de-railed
wagons, sticking points or the family cat!)
without letting go of the controls.
The cable is made up of 4 wires. Two of
these wires (input) are connected to the
16v AC. or 12v D.C. uncontrolled outlet
of a suitable transformer. The other two
wires (output) take the controlled 12v
D.C. current from the WALKABOUT to the
track.
For use with the WALKABOUT and
available separately are wanderplugs and
sockets. By positioning several sockets
around the track and connecting to the
transformer it is possible by plugging in
the WALKABOUT, to control chosen
circuits at close quarters. This is ideal for
delicate shunting, etc. A really exciting
prospect,
The WALKABOUT is an ideal consort
unit for use with the H M3000.
Simply connect the WALKABOUTS
power input wires to the H M3000's 16v
AC. uncontrolled outlet. The
WALKABOUT output leads can then be
connected to the chosen section of
track, either directly or by using the
wanderplugs and sockets. Main line
trains on a continuous circuit could then
be operated by the H M3000, perhaps
utilising the Auto Power Regulator. The
WALKABOUT would then be used for
branchline trains or in the shunting yard.
There are many layouts which use
conventional controllers and to change fully
to electronic control, with all its benefits,
can be costly. The WALKABOUT allows
the modeller to enter the field of
electronic control with the minimum of
expenditure. The unit is suitable for use
with all controllers which have a 16v AC.
or 12v D.C. outlet of V2 amp. or more.
A large separate 16v AC. or 12v D.C.
transformer can be used to power
several WALKABOUTS. Care must be
taken to ensure that the number of
WALKABOUTS used do not exceed the
amps the transformer can deliver.
As a general rule allow '12 amp. per loco.
but please note that if used in this way
the Walkabout is unsuitable for common
return systems.
THIS UNIT MUST NOT BE
CONNECTED TO THE MAINS.

Brake Control To reduce the coasting
time operate the brake control button to
bring your loco to a gradual and
controlled halt. If you require the loco to
slow down, release the brake when
the desired speed is reached.
Use any combination of the above,
features to obtain the best performance
from your loco.
Forward/Reverse
Direction A three
position (centre "off") switch determines
the direction of the loco.

Momentum Control There is a choice
of three momentum settings Min - HalfMaximum. A three position rocker switch
selects the function required.
The minimum setting will give
instant response suitable for Shunting.
Use the Half setting for trains that
accelerate quickly, e.g. Passenger trains.
The maximum setting is for slow
acceleration such as one would find with
heavy goods trains.
The WALKABOUT, in the distinctive
black case, is easy to handle and
operate.

Regulator Control The Regulator is a
slider control.
When the appropriate inertia has been
selected set the Regulator to the
approximate speed level required.
Slowly and smoothly the loco will move
off and accelerate.
The use of a slider permits smoother
control than is normally associated with
rotary units, and is much more
convenient for a hand-held controller.
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HM Relco. Extends time between track cleaning.

The unscheduled stopping and starting
of a model train can be a most irritating
problem. This is frequently caused by
particles of dust, grease and grime
adhering to the track. The power may
then be unable to pass from track to the
locomotive, or at best be severely restricted.
Mariy layouts have sections which are
difficult to reach and therefore are
seldom cleaned.
With the new H M Relco, the chore of
cleaning the track is greatly reduced.
This is how it works. The H M Relco
unit senses dirt on the track from the
feedback it gets from the loco. It then
passes a high frequency current
between the loco and the track. This
breaks through the dirt and allows the
D.C. current to flow unhindered to the
loco. No jerks, just continued smooth
operation.
The high frequency current generated
will in no way harm your loco and is
perfectly safe.
An orange neon light on the face of the
unit will light up when the H M Relco
is functioning. If this light is continuously'
lit, when the loco is on a particular
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stretch of track, cleaning is then
recommended.
On the reverse ,of the unit are two pairs of
input tabs and a pair of output tabs. The
first pair is for a 16v AC uncontrolled
input to power the unit. The second
pair is the input for the power leads from
the controlled 12v DC Controller. These
are attached internally to the deposit
sensor. The pair of output tabs are
connected by leads to the track.
The unit can be mounted on top or by
the side of all our Electronic and
Resistance Controllers, provided they
have a 16v AC uncontrolled output.

To obtain the full benefits of this unit it is
advisable to have an H M Relco
attached to each controller - as a simple
rule of thumb, use an H M Relco unit for
each circuit.
This unit is not a substitute for track
cleaning, but will enable you to postpone
cleaning for much longer intervals
without any ill effects, thus enabling you
to spend more time running a railway.
Not suitable for use with the H M5000.

HM Loco Tester.

Any locomotive, just like a car, requires
running-in when new, regular
maintenance and the occasional repair
in order to keep it in tip-top condition.
Unfortunately such a programme is all
too rare.
Long ago, car maintenance engineers
solved this problem with the invention of
the 'Rolling Road'. Locomotive engineers
soon followed suit, but alas the model
railway world has lagged behind. Until
now! The H M Loco Tester has arrived.
Suitable for all '00' gauge locomotives,
tanks, tender drive units, etc. etc., it will
greatly simplify the task of locomotive
maintenance. Manufactured on a solid
seasoned hardwood base, the unit
comes with track and power contacts
already assembled and five pairs of rollers
mounted in 'U' frames of hardened steel.
Operation is simplicity itselt.
1. Connect your 12v DC power supply to
the contacts provided.
2. Arrange the rollers - one set beneath
each pair of driving wheels (additional
sets can support bogies if necessary).
3. Ensure that the insulated ends of the
rollers are arranged such that power
can feed through the wheels to the

motor. In the case of certain locos
(e.g. some tender drive units) all the
insulated rollers will be on one side.
FI.JIIinstructions are included with
each unit.
Scratcnbuilders will find this piece of
equipment particularly useful for
"tweaking" running gear to achieve
perfect mesh, pick-up contact, etc.
Additional sets of rollers may be
obtained from the H. & M. Service Dept.

H&M Resistance Controllers.lBasic eontrc:>1
systems that grow with your needs.
t!J

Ut]
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H&M Resistance Controllers. The flexible, practical, add-on approach to power control.

H200 The Rocket

H201 The Flyer

For the Beginner. Full Speed Control
Forward & Reverse. Single Knob
Operation.
Simply plug in Mains Lead, then connect
controller to track using connecting
wires provided. Easy fitting to baseboard.
Input: 220 - 240v AC Mains.
Output: 12v DC Controlled % amp.

16v AC Uncontrolled Sockets provide
power for Points, Signals,Lights,
HM Relco, etc., Ideal for first layout.
Steel case designed for strength and
durability. Automatic overload cutouts
with no need to reset. Double insulated.
Input. 220-240v. AC Mains.
Output: 12v DC Controlled
16v AC Uncontrolled
% amp. total.

H352

H202 Clipper
Automatic thermal cutout.
Input: 220-240v AC Mains.
Output: 12v DC Controlled at Rear Terminals
16v AC Uncontrolled UH side
sockets for accessories
12v DC Uncontrolled R/H $ide
Socket.
1% amp. total

Single train control with ample power for
expansion. Two DC Control Units can be
added, Power for Accessories. Two
switches to obtain better control.
Resistance Switch - HIGH/LOW to suit all
Nand 00 gauge locos.
Wave Switch Full for normal running. Half
reduces power for Shunting. Protected by

-~flOWU
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OUTPUT ,1"". D_C.
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I~ AMPS 18 VA

INPUT UG.:.N~¥ A.C- GMl Y

D.C. CONTROLL£R

OF>

COJofBOL UNIT

lOTA!.- OUTPUT

Multipack DC Controller

This unit plugs on to the R/H side of the
Clipper and Duette to give control of
another train. No wiring necessary
except to track. This unit is for 12v DC
Input and must NOT be connected to
the Mains. Resistance Switch ensures
smooth operation of DC Motors up to
1 amp. working load.
.
Input: 12v DC Uncontrolled UH Side Sock
Output: 12v DC Controlled Rear Terminals
12v DC Uncontrolled R/H Side Sockets.

=

;;;;l.:.-nD

t!!J::'::

MAXiMUM

INPUT
12•. D.e..
SIDE SOCKETS

OUTPUT
·12•. n.c.
REAR TERMINALS

MAXIMUM

Based on Plan 9/5 Hornby Trackplans
5th Edition.

H204 Duette

H417 Multipack switch console unit
Output: 2 Independent 12v DC
Controlled Outputs at rear
terminals.
16v AC Uncontrolled L/H side
sockets.
12v DC Uncontrolled R/H side
sockets.
1 amp. from each controller or
side socket.

Built to save you money, this unit
incorporates independent twin train
control with facilities for accessories and
a third train control at a later date.
Separate dual control means that the
unit is suitable for common return.
Separate High/Low Resistance Switches
and Wave Switches for each control.
Input: 220-240v. AC Mains.

Uncontrolled outputs are not suitable for
common return circuits.

Off

D-uette

TWIN SUPPLY
POWER UNIT
OFF

FOR

INDOOR

USE

A neat and attractive console which
provides panels for mounting FS2
switches for point operation or SL4
switches for lights, turntables, etc.
Just purchase the exact number of
switches you need for your accessories
and fit them using the diagram provided
with the console. 16v AC INPUT is
situated on the left of the unit so that it
will plug straight into the side of a
Clipper or Duette.

MULTI PACK SWITCH CONSOLE

ONLY

lHl'UTI

-..T SlotSOOl.£TS

011. IllAILOUTP'tlTSAT

1lt,.U...
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H&M Resistance Controllers. Peripheral units to add further dimensions.

Panel Mounting Before you start to wire
your layout, draw up a wiring diagram. It
is much easier to alter a mistake on a
plan than to clamber underneath a
layout with a soldering iron gripped
between your teeth.
.
Once you are happywith the circuit
diagram you are ready to commence
wiring. Refer to the H. & M. Accessory
section for multistrand wire and
connection blocks.
A soldering iron would be handy as well.
Try to avoid the type used by··
.
shipbuilders! A 25 w with a ·Vsthin. bit
should be more than adequate-However,
some H.& M. products have plug-in
connections that will greatly simplify the
task.
.
When you start wiring, colour codeyour
wires tor identification as this is most
important for initial wiring and
maintenance. Wire the layout up in
stages; checking every section as you
go. Time spent in these early stages will
pay dividends.
Be tidy with your wiring underneath the
baseboard. There is nothing attractive
about a rats nest. Do not overtighten the
wires. If there are several going the same

way, bind them together. There's strenqth
in numbers. Try to use common
connections where possible by using the
terminal blocks. This will save you time,
money and wire.
Poor connections can create hard to find
faults. So take your time, and check each
connection electrically as it is made.
For the modeller who wishes to construct
his own control panel as well, H. & M.
produce a range of Panel Mounting
equipment. .
As with the layout, draw a diagram of
your control panel. Decide where the
controllers and switches are going to be
situated.
When you are satisfied, construct your
panel from thin board as this will make it
easy for you to obtain access to
terminals that may need soldering.
The wiring up of the controllers, etc., is
very important.
Remember, keep wiring simple and tidy
by using common connections where
possible.
Think ahead. Leave space for another
controller and switches. You may wish to
extend your layout later.
The CU1 /LC is ideal for panel mounting.

CU1

manufacturers. Alternative resistance
mats are available for motors with
different current consumptions; and can
be fitted at the factory on request. A
small charge will be made for this
service.
Input: 12v DC Uncontrolled
CU1/LC Output: 12v DC Controlled.

This is the basic controller as used in all
H. & M. variable resistance control units.
It provides smooth progressive control
for your locomotive. It has a single knob
control with polarity reverse. All
connecting leads are fitted and no
additional switches are required. Longer
leads can be easily fitted by the
customer, so that the unit can be hand
held for remote operation.
The smart metal case is finished in
instrument grey and a 1 V2 amp. overload
cutout is incorporated. Fitted with a
medium resistance mat for motors of 0.3
- 0.5 amp. rating, it is thus suitable for
current "00" models from major

1.8

Specifications are the same as the CU1
but supplied without case and thermal
cutout. Simple to mount and connect up
to 12v D.C. power source, this unit is
custom made for panel mounting.
The medium resistance mat can be
changed to suit all gauges.
THESE UNITS MUST NOT BE
CONNECTED TO THE MAINS.

L,

The choice of thermal cutout is left up to
you. The resistance mat fitted is Medium,
but this may be changed to suit different
gauges of 12v model railways.
The panel mounting of point motor
switches (FS2) and ON/OFF/ON
switches (SL4) is made simple by using
the Switch Console Panel.
Try to be systematic when wiring the FS2
to the point motors, e.g. up for the Main
line, down for the branch lines,
goodsyards, loco sheds, etc., Use one
FS2 to change two points where
appropriate, this could save a switch and
the associated wiring.
A diagramatical drawing of the layout
showing points, with numbers
corresponding
to the switches, enables
you at a glance to know what switch is
for what point. Keep this drawing close
to the switches.
The panel mounting SB6 is a block of 6
ON/OFF switches, most suitable for track
isolation.
.
When constructing your panel and wiring
your layout, take your time, make good
connections and solder joints. Above all,
always keep a clear wiring diagram of
your layout.

Switch Console Panel A neat panel for
mounting 6 FS2 and SL4 switches in
whatever sequence required.
The switches are screwed into the base
plate and the assembled unit mounted
from behind the panel. An aluminium
nameplate is placed over the assembly
to achieve a professional appearance.
The Switch Console Panel is provided
with a M ulti-symbol transfer sheet so that
the appropriate switches can be marked
with their particular function.

FS2
This switch allows a quick burst of
current to pass as the lever is moved
from the Off position, through the On to
the Off again, in one motion.
This provides enough current, for a brief
moment, to operate a point motor, which
in turn changes a point.
By reversing the switch motion the point
is changed back again.
It is advisable to have these switches
wired up in such a way that the direction
of the points can be determined by the
switch position, e.g. Up for straight on,
Down for the turn off.
The lever is moulded in white and the
switch body is made from metal. For
good contact the switch assembly is
heavily zinc plated. The FS2s contacts
are self-cleaning.
For quick easy mounting, the switch can
be fitted into the Multipack Switch
Console or the Switch Console Panel.

SL4 ON/OFF/ON

Switch

This switch can be used for the control of 8M3 point motors .• but is more
normally used for the control of colour light signals. isolating sections. cab control
systems etc.

,
/

16v. A.C.
or

12v.

SB6

D.e.

Block of 6 ON/OFF Switches

o

12v. DC Controlled

SL4
The SL4 is an ON/OFF/ON switch and
can be used to switch power from one
circuit to another.
It is especially suitable to operate 2 way
coloured light signals. Up for red,
through Off and down for green. As well
as this it can be used to switch on lights,
turntable, level crossings and other
electrical accessories which use 12v
D.C. or 16v A.C. power. It may also be
used to isolate track sections.

SB6
The SL4 may be used to operate an SM3
point motor utilising the SM3s built-in
switch.
The lever is moulded in black to
distinguish from the FS2. Like the FS2,
the switch is made from heavily zinc
plated metal with self-cleaning contacts.
The use of the Multipack Switch Console
or the Switch Console Panel, makes the
fitting and operation simplicity itself.

A neatly moulded switch block
incorporating six ON/OFF selector
switches, ideal for isolating track or
switching lights.
Snap action switch levers in black
polystyrene.
For panel mounting only - Fixing centres
2% inches.
.

Switches
For Points FS2 Flash
Switch - white
lever.
For Colour Light
Signals, Turntables,
and other
accessories SL4
Selector Switch black lever.
For Isolating Tracks
SB6 Switch Block set of 6 ON/OFF
switches.
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lM Electrical accessories from the specialists.

too often frustration arises when
ng your model railway layout to your
itrol equipment because the standard
nponents produced by manufacturers
not suit an individual's requirements.
'ely are connecting wires the correct·
gth, or else they are always in the

same colour - which causes confusion
with the mass of wire hidden underneath
the layout. Even the connection of wires
to sockets or power clips can become a
nightmare when one looks for tags or
pins to do the job only to discover that
nothing is suitable.

conform with the Consumer
tection Act and Toy Safety
julations, no spare parts will be
iplied by Hammant & Morgan Limited
internal repair of mains power units.

icialised spares:
nk Set for SM3 Solenoid

) Deck Assemblies

errnal Cutout - Autotherm

Pair of Mounting
Brackets for Multipack
Pair of Output Terminal Nuts

Units

Spare Coil for SM3 Solenoid Motor
Spare Coil for SM 1 Solenoid Motor
Control Knob
Extra High (80 Ohms) Resistance
Mat for Motors 0.15 Amps rating
High (60 Ohms) Resistance
Mat for Motors 0.15 to 0.3 Amps rating

Motor

for SM3 Solenoid

The H. & M. Accessory Range is
designed to overcome these difficulties
by the provision of a complete system of
electrical components which can be
tailored to suit your layout.

Motor

15 (1'12 Amps)

Medium

(40 Ohms) Resistance

Low (30 Ohms)

Resistance

errna] Cutout -

Autotherm

30 (3 Amps)

Extra Low (20 Ohms)

srrnal Cutout -

Autotherm

40 (4 Amps)

Heavy Current

Mat for Motors

Mat for Motors

Resistance

Mat for Motors

(10 Ohms) Resistance

0.75 to 1.5 Amps rating

Mat for Motors

'04 Red Wire - 15 Metres
Iti-strand (13/0.2mm) wire
able for all track and
~ssory wiring, rated at up to
llpS continuous current.

H 720 Connecting
Pins
12 tough brass pins for
connection to uncontrolled
outlets on H & M Power unitsespecially for connection of
slave control units.

H 714 Crocodile Clips
4 handy clips, easily attached to
wires using screw provided, to
give quick easy and tough
temporary connection to track,
controller, etc.

'05
H 706 H 709 H 711
H 704 in alternative colours.

H 716 Wander Plugs
4 plugs, suitable for connection
to Accessory outlets on H & M
power units, or to the H 722
panel mounted output sockets.
Neat solderless connection to
wire for easy installation.
H 718 Ringed Tags
12 tags which can be crimped
or soldered to wires to form a
more permanent connection to
H & M control unit rear terminal
- cannot come off without
removal of terminal nut.

H 721 Transfer Sheet
This set of transfers covers all
the accessories likely to be
required and enables you to
augment your control panel with
meaningful diagramatic
Information on switch positions,etc.
H 717 Spade Solder Tags
6 tags which can be crimped or
soldered to wires to form a neat
easily removable connection to
a H & M control unit rear
terminal.

'19
1dy tags push on to any
nm (7/64") standard tab, as
d to SM1 Point Motor.
'22 Sockets and Screws
n panel mounting sockets to
:ept the H 716 wander plugs.
table for plug-in connections
temporary or intermgeable wiring. Solder
inections at rear.

0.3 to 0.5 Amps rating

0.5 to 0.75 Amps rating
1.5 to 3.0 Amps rating

H 703 Ribbon Cable - 5 Metres
3 easily separated cores of PVC
covered wire, each wire
comprising 7 strands of 0.2mm
copper wire, suitable for
operation up to 1.4 amps. Not
suitable for Mains wiring.
H 712 Black Leads - 1 Metre
Two leads each terminated at
one end with spade, for
connection to controller, at the
other end With pin to fit most
track power clips.
H 713
As H 712 but available in wh·ite
H 715 Two position switch
A neat two pole rocker switch
giving changeover contacts
suitable for switching
accessories such as lights, etc.
Push fit into suitable panel
cutout. Rated at -l.arnps.

H&M Universal point motors to meet every need.

5M1
The SM1 is a truly universal point motor.
The metal framed construction provides
rigid fixing points for mounting above or
below the baseboard. It has been
designed to operate most major point
systems without adaptors or additional
accessories.
The SM1 is supplied complete with wire
terminal contacts for easier connections
- no soldering is required.
The SM 1 has been designed to operate
with the FS2 flash switch, but will of
course operate with other makes of point
switches.
For mounting underneath the board the
only hole needed IS a slot 6mm. long,
allowing the solenoid pin through to the
point slide bar. Consequently there are
no unsightly holes to disguise. The SM1
has a full 4 mm throw.
Because of the easy fixing underneath
the board, the removal of the SM1 is
achieved without disturbing the track.
Aboveboard operation can be achieved
by utilising the wire link provided.
Each coil is wound with high grade
copper wire and can be replaced
individually.
The SM1 operates from a .75 amp.
transformer 12 - 20v AC or DC.
Each motor comes with full instructions
for wiring and fitting, together with a 12
month guarantee.

i) Point Operation

SM3 Wiring Diagra

I-----------i

7

1-----------1

2

16v. A.C. Supply

5M3 (top view)

ii)

Use of integral

switch

for colour

light signal operation.
6 I-----------i

7
Connect AIC
point supply as i)

I---+---+---+-----i2

16v. AC.
or

"
>
,

12v. DC.
Supply
(use as directed by signal manufacturer)
iii)

Use of 5M3 by means of Sl4

61---------1

7

16v AC.
Supply

5M3
SM1 Wiring Diagram

As with its little brother (SM1) the SM3 is
of a metal framed construction making
mounting above or below the board
simple.
The powerful SM3 is capable of
operating two points which have been
linked together.
The SM3's self locking mechanism
makes it ideal for use with points that are

not sprung loaded.
The crank is available to give Vs" - '14"
throw.
A 90° crank is supplied with the SM3 so
that a link to a point or a semaphore
signal can easily be made.
There is an auxilliary lever for hand
operation.
As well as these features, the SM3
incorporates a Single Pole changeover
switch. A signal wired to this switch will
change when the point is changed, thus
saving a.switch and associated wiring.
The FS2 is normally used to operate the
SM3, but an SL4 may be used, utilising
the Single Pole switch on the motor
which will switch the point motor off
automatically once it has finished its travel.
A second switch plate can be mounted
on top of the SM3, giving the facility for
power to be switched to other parts of
the layout or accessories.
The solenoid coils are made from high
quality copper wire and can be easily
replaced.
Each motor comes with full instructions
and a year's guarantee
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Woodland Scelli(ls.&ring

even gFea.etvariety and realism to your layout.

Even if you had to take out a second
mortgage to furbish your railway, it would
be criminal to allow the small extra cost
of scenic materials, or rather the lack of
it, to spoil the finished layout.
What better way to show 0# YOlJr layout
to its best advantage than to give it a
natural setting. The location can make or
break the visual achievement of the final
scene.
~or between £10-£15
large layout can
be transformed into a masterpiece in its
own right eAhancing your railway system.
So why settle for alHything less than the
best'?
Pic~t;J~eyotaf sty.le of r
ita fat'l'1iliar seftimg 0 •. ...••....... to)
escape to? Make a.memfl':ltno~e at the
season and matlJriiy of thlilsl;IrfOUl1dings
that suit YOlJf layout best,
Can you see a modem Spring scene
with fresh gr,eens, young trees and
orchards of blossom? Or high Summer,
parched fields and full trees giving lazy
shade, while Nature recovers her
territory? Do you prefer the glorious
shades of Autumn, with ploughed fields,
bushes and trees heavy with fruit, a
peaceful and perpetual spot through
centuries of progress. Perhaps the crisp
beauty of Midwinter?
Yes. Then why spoil it?

a
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Woodland scenles have designed a
complete range of materials to fire your
imagilClation and allow your creative
ability to run riot. No creative ability! Try
Woodland Scenic and you will see how
wrong y@u are.
Simply decide on the area and season
and then choose the appropriate items
from our versatile selection.
There are eight types of trees to choose
from.
These packs eontam trunks made from
pliable cast metal which can be twisted
and berM lQ alW' shape you wish. With the
shapeQj'~p.i€ier;l, the lrunks can be
s\':'Jra¥,!i).d~~~aJ~.t€1.d
witlfl enamel paintot

la:cq~e~,.
t@iia,ge incll!!lde€i ih ihe tree
pae
rut ar"l€istretched over the
branci'le$togive
a 3D "lacy"
appesraaee. Any "leaves" w.hich drop off
during this operation can be kept and
used as fallen leaves. A touch of white
glue and a spray of hair lacquer will
eliminate the danger of a sudden
"Autumn".
They are as easy as that to make. The
whole process can just take a matter of
minutes to make a very realistic tree.
There may even be a danger of them
being attacked by Dutch Elm disease
because they look so real.

Separate foliage packs enable you to
make a really individual approachto
your landscape. The wide range of
colours can be used in endless ways.
Cut, rolled and twisted into shapes from
which to create the beauty of the
hedgerow.
Allow foliage to creep over buildings and
walls. Drape it over fences or form into
clumps in your fields. Use small pieces
to highlight tree foliage. Use anywhere
where you would find dense
undergrowth. The contents give you
plenty to choose kern. ¥0t;J have a
choice of six slflades.
lhe ~uti range of s
used for plo\!!lghe
mWdtracks, fields,ete;
Provided the instructiOAS are followed
properly, we can guarantee flowers
which bloom forever, lawns which stay
short and weeds that will not take over.
The material is as fine as dust, and
subtle colours can be blended to
highlight ballast and trees. Leave it in the
basic shade if you prefer.
A packet of turf may look expensive, but
because it is so fine a packet will go a
long way. So there's no need to skimp.
Any surplus can be easily vacuumed off
into a clean bag and reused. Nothing is
wasted.

SimpleF, easier and more tealistic landscaping.

To complete your scene, try some of our
ballast and aggregate selection. For
pelifection in detail, w.e ha};!.eincluded in
Qt;Jf mnge 1%1® di~~ererilit
es of coal.
All Ih'ese seleotiofls ea
ldsedl:ifill
yar~s, wagon loads, looo~en([jers, reads;
Quilding sites and, of course, with
tracklaying.
.
Remember to be consistent when laying
ballast. If your layout is based or') a
modem line use a light grey. H it is an old
branch line ILIseone of the darker
colours. You have seven to choose from.
When your scenicing is finished and you
don'! like the resuu, dOfi)'t.(jespair. Even
Picasso n:w.Jsthave had iitbil'l full ®~
r.ejecls.
[SuI not witR Woodland$oeinics.
You
neeGinot waste anythit'lg, el/erything is
reusable. Just try it a different way usirilg
the same materials. You will not fail
because this range has been
deliberately created to give maximum
versatility.
With imaginatioril you will no doubt find
endless other uses for our Woodlarild
Scenic materials:
Try it ~Xf?EIMIMEN1, at'ld,i~/yoJjQor;me W.~
with s@r:nelhiRg speciallettJs
know.
Wi~hWoodls;nd Scenics you can ach,iexrte
perfection withlGut really trying.

Turves

141 Soil

'f42 Ear;th

1'43 Yell0w Gr:ass

TM Burnt Grass

T45 Green Grass

T46Weeds

lf49 Green Blend

T50 Earth Blend

foliage
P51 Light,Green

1'52 Medium GreeA

F53 Dark Green

F54 Conifer Green

F55 Early Autumn

F56 bate Autuml'l

F53

Ballast

618 J:)aFk &lrr:\f.lwn

B7~f3rowl\1

B80 Byff

liJ81lt. Grey

6$3 Cinders
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TK
7 - 7W'
Big Old Trees
2 Trees per kit.
TK13
2 %" Straight Trunk
5 Trees per kit.

TK 19 - 4"
Shade Tree
2 Trees per kit.
TK23 6 - 9"
Pine Trees
5 Trees per kit.

TK21 - 4W'
Gnarled
2 Trees per kit.
TK 18 - 3W'
Double Fork
2 Trees per. kit.

TK14
2%" Softwood Piae
5 Trees per kit.
TK20 - 4%"
Columnar Pine
4 Trees per kit.
.~

c "
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Trees. Tb match the rea~ismof ~ol:.l,';(j)cbmotivesana rolling stock.

The making of a Wood!arnd Scenic tree is
not difficult. Wash trunks with soap and
warm water, and soak fot about five
minutes to make more maleable. Bend
the trunk to a realistic shape and break
off some branches fQf more variety.
for Pine trees, twist the main trunk in a
spiral fashion to make branches project
in ri'iany directions from the trunk.
Twist larger brancnes at trunk to a
horizontal plane.
Brush or spray ihe bent-trunk with any
matt enamel or lacquer. The colour will
depend on the type of I
11.1 wish to
create. When th'e pain
lightly papljlt
in irligl:1spots of baf~
or
darke~ shade of [i)ain(
e]~ecf.
Take the toliage materiaR~l"Idi1Yitln
scissors, cut it into trr.eQl;\,J.lar
shapes
approximately 1" x 2/1. $~retcl1 the pieces
in all directions until they are twice the
size, and have achieved a "tree"dimensional and lacy appearance. Then
place the pieces of foliage on the tree,
pulling it and shaping it into the desired
form. Remember trees with thin foliage
are more realistic.
For Pine trees the foliage is cut into'
pieces about the size of a halfpenny and
placed on top of the branches.
Use a spot of white glue where the
foliage touches the branches. Trim off
any strands of foliage and spray with hair
lacquer so that it keeps its shape.
To ~Iant the tree, just drill a hole
in your board and pop it
in. The "leaves" and bra.nches which may
have come off in the process can be
placed underneath tine tr!3$ for added
realism. Any foliage
ave lef~
can be used ~or he
lheheight
of the
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cutting off the base and "planting". Pine
trees may be made taller by cutting off
the base of one and the top of another
and sticking or soldering them together.
The pieces that you have left from this
exercise can be used as fallen trees. Just
splinter the end of the tree with a file or
knife and jay it next to a "planted" tree
stump. Use the turf material on the bark
to simulate moss.
Dying frees can be easily made by
leaving th€i foliage partially off or off
altogeth€w Tf,;Je tFk:JAkshould then be

painted a lighter colour with darker tones
in parts to highlight weathering. Strands
of foliage can be stuck or wrapped
round the trunk as ivy.
Care must be taken to use the right trees
for the right area in which your layout is
based.
To enable you to make each tree
individual, Woodland Scenics produce a
range of eight Tree Packs, Straight
Trunks, Softwood Pines, Double Forks,
Shade Trees, Columnar Pines, Gnarled
Trees, Pine Trees, Big Old Trees.

Turfs. flave a real field with them on your layout.

The Woodland Scenics Turf will enable
you to produce unbelievably realistic
ploblgined fields, clumps of weeds, lawns,
I"'aths iilnd flower beds.
can also\~€i
used as WI~11\1ioned,to
ghUrees
and banast,
The turf material is in the form of an
extremely fine powder that is colour fast
and will not fade in sunlight.
There are several ways of laying the turf.
It can be laid straight on top of hair
lacquer or a similar adhesive. The best
method is to lay the turf straight onto a
coat of paint. Amy paint will do although it
is best to rmatch the pair:'lt to the colour; (ij)f
the gml;.liod you requi~e wooer ~he tL'lrf.
HOfd the~%l'rfinthepall!t'l!0fyoorhand
and "dr.ibble." it on to the wet paint. Ifress
it down tirnl'lly with your tit'lgers er a piece
of paper and allow it to dry.
When dry, vacuum off the excess into Cl
clean bag so that you may use it again.
If you look at a stretch of countryside you
will see that it is made up of several
shades of colour. Woodland Scenics turf
. allows you to tone in these colours. For

places that are in shadow, use a darker turf. The same applies to paths and
tracks. Fields are madel!lp Qf different
eQlotllrt~)!Il~~· Use the'1~"Ying shad(\'ls.~t
greer",.)t/fj;efi:rrenes8 ofthetl!!H1 allows wQ1,:J
to experiment tlntil youai.re completelv
satisfied, then spray over wifh a lacquer
to finally secure.
A realistic ploughed field may be created
in ~he following w.ay. Make a layering of
Polyfilla and run through it an old comb
or spreader; the type used when fitting
wall tiles. Cover it with turf material and

leave to harden. When dry vacuum off.
A similar method can be employed when
you wi~.h to produce a mcky hillside.
3irBpl}l.tJse lPolyfilla~.rbJDtain a rOW!?Jlt
r.ocky~scarpment
a~\ft~iMe a light
sprinkling of turf. Vacuum off and You will
find you have a most <realistic scene.
Remember to use different shades to
obtain the best effect.
Woodland Scenic Turf is available in 8
colours: Soil, Earth, Yellow Grass Burnt
Grass, Green Grass, Weeds, Green
Blend and Earth Blend.
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F.oliage. Yow caB even choose the nmre of the year.

for some time have clumps of grass and
thistle. Use folia£je to simulate these
tnings together with The growth around
pones and marslily ground.
10 make a lar©e shrubland area, the type
one would see on a wild desolate
moorland, take several pieces of folia@e.
Vary the colour, thin and lay them out
slightly uf:ilevenly to create a blanket
effe«:t. Again sprinkle with a little turf ©ver
the top anal spray with lriC1lir.
lacquer.
W,oot;llanQ sesmos produce two shades
ot aL:jtwr.J.11fl
foliage. If your layollJt is an

Autumn scene then use these two
shades in your tree". The "leaves" that
fall off can be used as dead leaves, fruit
in the hedgerows or frowers. If you just
want to highlight the PC1lrtsof a dying tree
then replace part of the foliage with a
lighter shade.
The best way of adhering the foliage is
by using a P.VA glue.
F'oliage Packs are available OlS:light
Green, Medium Green, DOlrk Green,
Coniter Green, Early Autumn, Late
AllJtufTln.

Ballast. Brings you realism right down to the nitty gritty.

If[

Some idea of the attention to detail that
Woodland Scenics have put into this
selection may be gauged from the tact
that ~he ballas~ m-aterialil')e'lueJes ~V\to
types of coat, mine run and lump. Th'is
coal is ideally suited for coal tenders,
wagon loads and coalyards.
The other ballast materials are also
suitable for wagon loads, roadworks,
gravel lDitils, etc, and of c0lurse, b.iilJllastinQ!:
track.
Like the turf there are several ways of
laying the ballast. The first is by mixing
the Woodland scenic powder glue with
the ballast, i.e. two parts ballast and one
part glue. Lay the ballast out to tfle .
requtred area an€l.spray wiHil water. An
eyedropper or syriflge may also be used.
A small amount of detergent in the water
will allow the water to spread more easily.
Alternatively, you can mask off the area
you require ballasting and paint with an
apl@lrofi1Jria~ecoloure€ilpaililit.li;aY~Otir
track onto the wet paint, pin down, and
sprinkle the ballast over the exposed
area. Leave to dry, vacuum off the
surplus into a clean bag

and remove the masking tape.
Woodland Scenics include 6 shades of
ballast to enable you to Select the correct
$;~ad\3f@ityour r-a:yout.G~eat car~musH\Je
ta:K-€nwl"feril choosing, that you take into
account the era you are modelling, the
area and whether it is a new track or an
old one. For instance you would not use
a light grey ballast for an old branch line
inMVales.,l'lle chlll'rf1ces <;arethat this
w~uld be brown.
~
Use the green turf and foliage as weeds
growing in the ballast. Also use the soil

to simulate oil spots between the
sleepers.
If you are running a steam layout do not
jorget tQspril'l~l@ some 01 the mine n;l11
coal by ~he side of the track, as many a
piece has been dropped off a tender to
be salvaged later by a passing farm
worker.
This attention to detail will enhance your
J?yout a..mdace9rd critipal accltaim.
sanasr packs 9.Feavailable in the
following colours: Dark Brown, Brown,
. Buff, Light Grey, Grey, Cinders.
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A.C. (Alter<llatinQ CI!I.~rent)
. t~~~.<5f
eleetric-eu rrerrtftows bac~wards artl·@';
forwar@s alternately. j'n thecon(jl!!lC!br:Th@:
time ta~en for the current ~0~low
completely once in both @imG~ionsisf ...
,
termed a CYCLE. The number Of cycles
of flow in each secoad is called t~e
FREQUENCY of thecwrren:t T'hE!~Eng,li.sh
standar@ frequency is 5iOc~c.I'es per .
second. There is no polarity to
alternating current, ke. we do not have a
Positive and a NegatiVe; rort~e c:li:recitbn
of the currern is continwally chamging.
Airflow Resistance Mat. Alengithiof
resistance wilre wound on asbes~os
around a metal fa rmer, e§peCi(;\'lly
designed in a flat torm bWl allowing a
cuasnt ot Gooling air to [pass thrrOLJJg,hllthe
torrmer. Invented by H. 8, M. tocombiirle
CM! opesation wilthlong li·fe.Car'1nofbwt@
out under normal use within~he currenf
range for which it was designed{See
~

•

1~

Automatic Power Re!ilul.ator (A.P.,B.)
TlMisfeature, inco~poratec:lHfl tbe ,HIM
3000, automatically compensates for
changes imload caused byin~lines,
curves, etc, by incueasing®:r de
the volltageto thelloco so .as tom
speed nearly constant This is achieved,
by comparing the qlPeed of th,e loCo (the
backlEMF) with the re~uiire9speed
settirngl (from the RegeJlatorj:. Ifthe.y' are
not the samemen the vol1tage to.'the
track is increased ordecreasedunti·li1ihe
speed achieves the required levEilI.This·
method ot feeding back the trainsrqBed,
comparing, and adjusting, isfermM
"Closed loop feedbac~conIUOII."
Commoli'l Return A conductor whiCR~·iS
common to more them one rqarftof an
electric circuit and which forms the
return F'lath for the currenit fwm these.
parts of the circuit. Examples of this will
be seen in many Of the diagmms.
In 2 raiil' systems one rail is
chosen as tnecommon
raill arndcurrent
from all sections returns to the power
units via this rail, the other raill being
bro~en into sections ..
D'.C.DirectGurrent
Th'is type 'of electric
cUfren~ flows oonstantlv In the seme
direction alo.ng; iitsconductors which are'
termed positive pole and rnegativepOle.
The polarity .ef the conductors i,s
dependant upon which is [positive and
which is negative. D.C. is produced +n .....
a low voltage power unit bymeans>Dfa'
Rectifier Which converts the A.C.·f;rom,·~he
.transmor·rnerinto [)ireclt Current.
Ilnertia/Momentum
Simula:Hol:'i
.
grreat weiglnlot a.lrealloOGlrn:otiv;e m'a,.k!13&
G~
suddeIlchangesin
speedimpossiblle.
The same effeOtOM be achieve·gltng··'
:lWlodel locomotive by eJSirlQ
tim'e-delay drcuits wfrili'ch rq
clnanges inUrac~ vOlltage:.T
Q~thelocQmO~live h)ass'br
rneens is termed I nelitia
8imu latiom.
1

~vel'l~~dICutout<AproteOtive
device """"
bUlill! into'Q.lnelectrical Oircuit for the
lWutPos~ otswitchingioH
tl'Ile current
V0hehithelloatJ reaCi]es a pFedeterrnined
.namps.
The cLjtowt may be
m
Le..opeJated !by means oT an
eleOttfo"~agnetic coill which operates
.
when the cut oft.Joad is
oKi~ may be Thermal delQ.lyi.e.
d.by a>l3i-rnelal strip w,hiCh is
heated by the current arnd which after a
Cl
f aAewseconds wial open the
Q.s.and
s;;wlitchoff ijlge circuit,
e.rliE'leCtrOfi}tc,wtlereby.theload
carrent is
sett\s~.~Md. causes the power-owtpwt
cijLcui\to. switch off if the current exceeds
aP~e"seJvahlJe. On the HM 3000 hs is
,(,oHoV;eeJ
bYg,Jime delay of ~ second,
.af1erwhichIMh!13fr'ipdrcuit is reset,
.
thellocotOrestart.
,Contact Switch This. ,is a
Ily desig(1ed switCh, ma~irng a
ra:rywl[ping~ontact
when aetuated.
.
. <'5. Mo passingcon'tact
switches
(l~dh;,)etifnesQallled Flash"Switches) are
9ouole~e~ing i.e. one-sidemakes
coo,tabtlt~mpor:ilrril;ywlhen the lever is
'rn?¥edoh~ way and. the o.ther side
q'lakes temporary ecntact when the lever
,i,6imoved in the Qpposite direction. Thus
theyar.e very suitable tor the operation of
sdeno.id motQ.rsin which it is necessary
to ..ac~ivaf~ 2 eQ:ils alterngtel,ywhUslt
n~avirg;rlopermarnent
current runnirg
ti"Mug;hthecQm§.
..
Pr'imal'YWincling This is the wirnding of
a trarnsformer whiGh is connected to the
Sounceofsupply.ln
tM mains
tranSformer the prrimary is connected to
the mainsslJfifl1[Ply:,
..

...

i!i

•.

P.uI$~IPOWer This is thername given to
1!hef@iatUreof halfcwave RectiNcCltioo and
i:tlfSused for the very stow control of
motors. Ex~remely sloW running
combioed·'Ni.~h good pullirng power can
be·?chievedbyrneans
of half-wave
rectiti.caNoh. Pulse power can be
o!blained by means of a switch, the
function oTWhich is to open or close the
Rectifier El,ridge, thus changing from full"
w~vetohal,fcwave
rectification. Pulse
power is more suitable for motors of Y2
amF'lcurreot rating or more. N gauge
mQltors,consuming very little current tend
to QVl?rheat after prolonged use of halfW?ve a~dl.should allways be- run on fullWave

nc.

,ier T'hi.s is a.devrce which
AC: inTo
and has the
of all'owing anelectr,ic currentto
i!(eetion o.nly. Itthus blocks
et!Jltrilpatho.f.A.;ltemaNhg Current
.A:C.) Md the l)iniDirectional
current
Ei[pas~Lalong tfriled~cuit is
IfYtfbr reQmi.M AC.)I

nc.

irihSi This is tl'ile outP(IJt
raosfO.rnmE'!r
.?lhdiS .usba,lly
. . ,ry"or input
cOhtrol Wlni~

nc.

sLjitab'lefor the operaniQnof 12 vole
motors, the Secondary winding will give
an outpu~ voltage ofabo1Jt 16 volts A.C.
which whern rectified will! ernerg:e as 12
volts D.C.

Shunt Wili\ding Almetl'ilod of
connectirng flhecon,trol j'esistg(10eof a
variabl!El resistance uni~ across the
supply instead of in series wilth it. This
giveS !better controlo~ low e.urrent
motors. The H.igh/low resistance switch
on certailfil units enables 1!heresistance to
.be switched between Series (Low) and
Shunt (High) coonectlon tOla<;;cQmodate'
higlh or IoW curr@intmotors respectively.

nc.

SolenQid Moter A device used fm the
purpose (j)f operatfng.srnall mechamsrns
(such as Model Hallwgy pDQints)Which
regwire a movemenit()f alb()Wlt114".
Solenoid motors are usualllY double
actirng, producing ClDackwards or
torwerds movement of a steellatmature
which in turnactuaies
tht\l)opera~ing
, crank,
Tl'ansforme.' A compQneo~ normal1ly
used to'transfo~mLorchal!llge
the voltgg.e
OTan A,C. sWPP\y .(;:3eealso IPrimary
Win.ding and Secondary Winding).
A Transtormermay
also be used to supplyar
isolated A.C.
Voltage.
..
Transistor This is three electrode crystal
of sjl,icon or germanium, which, has the
property of amplifyinQian input signaL
T,his willl result lin larger veriationsin the
output signal.
Volt This is the stafldardunit
QJ
electrical [pressure, and indicates the
potential difference between conductors
of a cseuit, either A,C. or D.C.
Voltmeter Ani instrument for measuring
the voltage orpotential dilfferences
between two conductors.
Zener mode A semi-conductor device
which ,ha:§'the property of a diode (i.e.
rectifier) in one direction. en the other
direction the device blocks the flow of
cunsnt until the voltage reaches a value
at which the device 'breaks down' and' .
conducts. This breakcown voltage is
effectively independent of the current
flowing and can be used to maintain a
constant voltage out of a power unit.

Some of Your Questions Answered.

In this section we go over some of the
questions that our Technical Department
are frequently asked in order to explain
the use and interconnection of some of
our power units and controllers.
Q.1
What unit should I plug into my
Clipper in order to run a second
train?
A.1
The D.C. Controller is the natural choice;
plugged into the DC side sockets of the
Clipper. However, there is no reason why
a C.U.1 should not be used, connected
to the Clipper using wander piugs. Points
to note are:(a) The Clipper side socket is not
isolated from the controlled output, so
beware of common return loops.
(b) The output of the D.C. Controller will
be %-wave if the Clipper is set to %-wave.
A third train could be run using a second
D.C. Controller, and so on up to the
Clipper output current limit of 1 %A
(approx: 3 trains 00 or 5 trains N gauge);
but common return paths must be
avoided if they are to run simultaneously.
Q.2
How do I connect my C.U.1 and what
resistance mat do I need?
A.2
(a) The C.U.1 must be connected to a
source of 12v DC either from a power
unit (H. & M. or another manufacturer) or
an accumulator or battery. The yellow
leads can be attached to wander plugs
to connect into the side sockets of an
existing power controller.
The blue and red leads must
then be connected to the track.
(b) The resistance mat normally fitted is
Medium (40-ohms). If the loco will not go
slow but jumps to about half speed, then
the resistance is too low. Either change
the mat to High or Extra High resistance,
or send the unit back to the factory for
modification to "Shunt Wound"
configuration - this latter method gives
better control. If the control has to be
turned nearly to maximum before a loco
starts to move, the resistance is too high.
Change the mat to low. Extra Low or
Heavy Duty. To make the correct choice
it is necessary to know how much
current the motor takes on full load, then
consult your local model shop for the
appropriate mat.

low current (high resistance) motors is -~
achieved, especially at low speed, if the
HIGH position is selected, and the
switch should remain at HIGH whenever
these motors are run. The LOW position
gives better control of low resistance
(higher current) motors (see the answer
to Q. 4)
V2-Wave Switch: This switch gives the
alternative of half or full-wave
rectification. Half-wave rectification, or
"pulse power" gives pulses of electricity
50 times a second and is used for
shunting and low speed work. The
maximum voltage available is 6-volts. Full
wave gives 100 pulses per second, 12
volts maximum; V2-wave should not be
used for N Gauge motors - excellent
low speed operation can be achieved by
selecting HIGH RESISTANCE without
the use of the V2-wave feature.
Q.4
Can I use a Duette for Common
Return circuits, and how can I run a
3rd train on this system?
A.4
The Duette is ideal for a Common Return
system since the two controlled outputs
are electrically isolated from each other.
However, the side sockets are not
isolated, the right-hand socket (DC)
being connected to the right-hand
controller, and the left-hand socket (AC)
to the left-hand controller. Consequently
a third train should not be run from a
D.C. Controller plugged into the Duette if
a Common return system is to be used.

Either (a) isolate both tracks from the
common return system and use a DC
Controller
or (b) use an independent power unit for
the 3rd train, with a common return
system.
Q.5
How should I wire a reversing loop?
(This question, although not strictly of
concern to a power unit 'manufacturer is
included here because it is asked so
frequently):-

A.5
System 1
With this system, power unit P must
match the loco speed and polarity as it
enters section X and the speed and
polarity of the loco must be matched as
it leaves section X at Z.
System 2
With this system either cab A or B can
take a loco into the loop. Once in the
loop the other cab is reversed while the
loco is moving so that the loco re-enters
section X with the correct polarity, with
section X controlled by the other cab.
The 2 PCO switch allows the loco to
rotate in the loop in either direction. If
only clockwise direction is required, this
switch could be removed and
connections made F-F and G-G.
Anticlockwise rotation in the loop can be
achieved without the 2PCO switch if a
change of cab is made as the loco
enters section Y. The cab taking the loco
round the loop can then be usedto take
the loco out into section X.
I---X----i

Question 5,
System 1

Question 5,
System 2

I+I·-----X-------+·II.

y----+\

Q.3
What is the purpose of the High/Low
and '/2-wave switches?

A.3
Resistance High/Low Switch: this
connects the control resistance within
the unit as a Series resistance (Low) or a
Shunt resistance (High). Better control of

2PCO
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Electrification

systems in popular u-se.

System No. 1
Single supply: Single Track
This is the simplest form of control
requiring one Power Control Unit, one
locomotive and a length of track. If
desired, the track may be sectioned by
making suitable breaks in one rail, and
running leads from the respective
sections through switches to the
controller, so that more than one
locomotive can be used, some standing
parked on dead sections, and one being
live to the controller.
Suitable H. & M. units for System No. 1
are:Power Units
HM3000
CLIPPER
FLYER
ROCKET
Section Switches
MULTIPACK SWITCH CONSOLE
+ SL4 SWITCHES
SB6

3-Rail

Suitable H. & M. units for Group (a) are:DUETIE
TWO HM3000
TWO CLIPPERS
TWO FLYERS
TWO ROCKETS
HM3000 + WALKABOUT
Group (b) - With fully isolated tracks
All rails must be separated at section
breaks to provide complete isolation of
tracks. Because the track sections are
isolated, no further isolation is necessary
in the power unit, hence more than one
controller may operate from one
transformer winding without short
circuiting.
Suitable H. & M. units for above are:CLIPPER + D.C. Controller
CLIPPER + WALKABOUT
FLYER + WALKABOUT
Also any of the alternatives for group (a)
can be used for group (blbut the
alternatives for group (b) cannot be used
for group (a).
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Control Unit
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SW

To Mains
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System No. 2
Single Supply: Double Track
This system is suitable for double-track
working, with an Up and a Down Line,
each independently controlled. There are
two ways of operating this system.
(a) With a common-return track .'
(b) With fully isolated tracks.
The electrical equipment required for (a)
and (b) sometimes differs, the distinction
is important so we must discuss both in
greater detail.
Group (a) - With a common return
track
Note: From the illustration it will be
observed that both controllers must be
completely isolated from one another,
either by using two separate power
control units, or by using isolated
windings.
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System No. 3
Individual Supply
This system strongly resembles System
No. 2(a) and similar control units may be
used, but the main difference lies in the
fact that it is not essential to employ
double-track working with Up and Down
lines. Individual supply may be used
equally well for a simple point to point
layout. It is of great value to the modeller
who is developing his layout, proceeding
possibly from the single supply system to
the flexible CAB control system. For each
new locomotive added, one need only
purchase another complete PowerControl Unit. Each locomotive has the
advantage of its own individual power
supply, which eliniinatesthe
sometimes
annoying voltage-drop when successive
locomotives are brought into use on a
system utilising only one power supply.
The common return wiring may be used
thus simplifying the output connections.
Suitable H. &M. units for the above are:For each locomotive
HM3000
CLIPPER
FLYER
ROCKET
For each pair of locomotives:DUETIE
Also the alternatives shown for system
No.2(a).
System No. 4
Cab Control or Selective Control
In this useful system, probably the most
popular method now in general use, it is
possible for each operator to control his
locomotive, from his own controller right
throughout the layout, in true Cab
fashion, as in fullscale operation .•Each
section must of course be occupied by
only one locomotive at a time. This
system is a development of No. 3
Individual Supply, by the addition of
Section Switches, one for each section
per Cab, and as in No. 3 is best operated
by means of complete power control
units thus avoiding the possibility of any
locomotive affecting the running of
another.
Suitable H. & M. units for the above are:Power Units
for each locomotive
HM3000
. CLIPPER
FLYER
ROCKET
for each pair of locomotives:DUETIE
Also the alternatives shown for system
No.2(a).
Section Switches
MULTI PACK SWITCH CONSOLE
+ SL4 SWITCHES
S.B.6
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